APA is the American Psychological Association, which produces the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association*. This book is used as a reference for essays or research papers, especially in psychology and the sciences.

When you write a research paper for a class, at the end of the paper you will create a reference list of the sources used, such as magazine and journal articles, books, electronic databases, or websites. If your instructor asks you to use APA format for your paper, the reference list will be in a certain order: author, date, title, etc. This provides the information for someone reading your paper to locate the sources you have used.

Websites present a particular challenge for creating citations. Use the website citation method only if there is no other reference category that fits the work and does not have a parent or overarching publication, for example books, journals, YouTube and TEDT Talks videos, or government publications. Two general rules to follow for an APA citation of a website are to reference specific information, rather than just homepages or menu pages, and give web addresses that work. Below are a few examples, but these don’t cover every possibility. If you have a citation for a research paper that doesn’t fit the examples below, remember the library’s website has links to online sites that you can consult for additional help.

**General Rules on APA Citations:**

- Author’s name is inverted, using only initials for first/middles names
- If more than one author, list the authors in the order that they appear on the title page, and put an ampersand & before the last name listed; if more than twenty list the first nineteen, followed by three periods, then list the last name
- Editors, institutions and organizations can be listed as authors
- If source has an editor, put (Ed.) after the name
- For titles capitalize words as you would in a sentence – first word of sentence and proper nouns have the first letter capitalized. There are three exceptions to this rule:
  - Capitalize the first letter of a subtitle
  - Capitalize the first letter of major words, and any word with four or more letters, in titles of magazines, journals, and newspapers
  - Capitalize the first letter of title in-text citations if the word is four or more letter
- Italicize the titles of periodicals, books and websites
- List the year of publication in parenthesis after the author; if no date is available, put (n.d.)
- For periodicals list p. or pp. before page numbers if there is no volume number
- For journals list volume and issue numbers after the title of the journal
- List the doi (digital object identifier) number if available for an online article or book, use the https://doi.org/ format
- If there is no doi from an online source list the URL; list the date retrieved only if the source may change
Books – Print & Online

Basic format for books:

Book with one author:

Book with two authors:

Book with an editor:

Book with more than 20 authors or editors, list the first 19 followed by … then the last author:

A Chapter/Portion/Entry from a Book:

Book with no author (dictionaries and encyclopedias):

Periodicals – Print & Online

Journals

**Basic format for journals:**
Lastname, Firstinitial. Middleinitial. (Year of publication). Title of article.

*Title of Journal, volume number(issue number), pages.*

**Journal article paginated by volume:**

**Journal article paginated by issue:**

**Journal article with digital object identifier number (doi):**

Magazines

**Basic format for articles in magazines and newspapers:**
Lastname, Firstinitial. Middleinitial. (Year, month day of publication). Title of article.

*Title of Magazine or Newspaper, page numbers.*

**Magazine article:**

**Anonymous magazine article:**

**Magazine article from database:**

Newspapers

**Newspaper article:**

**Newspaper article from database:**
Articles Not in Print

Basic format for articles online that are not in print:
Lastname, Firstinitial. Middleinitial. (Year of publication). Title of article.
   Title of Website. http://web address
   Note: If website may change put Retrieved month day, year, from http://web address

Article on website with author:

Article in an online magazine:
   http://www.orionmagazine.org/index.php/articles/article/4939

Websites:
Use this citation method only if there is no other reference category that fits the work and does not have a
parent or overaching publication

Basic format for websites:
Author, A. A. (Year, month day of publication). Title of webpage. Title of Website. http://web address
   Note: If website may change put Retrieved month day, year, from http://web address

Webpage within a website:
   https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/512708-pompeo-condemns-mutiny-in-mali

Website with no date:
   August 19, 2020, from https://www.census.gov/popclock/

Website sponsored by organization or institution (no personal author):
   http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/bipolar-disorder/DS00356
**In-Text Citations**

In the paper you write you will insert in-text citations. The in-text citation refers to the References page, so the reader knows which source you got the information from. The basic in-text citation lists the author’s last name and year in parenthesis. If there are three or more authors list the first followed by et. al. If there is no author put the title in italics if it is a book, periodical or website. For an article or webpage with no author put in title in quotation marks. For title in-text citations capitalize first letter if word is four or more letters. You can shorten a long title. If there is no date put n.d. as you would in the reference list. For a print source put the page number if you are using a direct quote or paraphrasing. For an online source with no page numbers list the paragraph number and/or section heading. The *Publication Manual of APA* and the OWL website have more detailed examples of in-text citations.

**In-text citations example - a paragraph from a short paper:**

Wildlife, including desert animals, are a vital part of planet Earth ("Making Plans," 2007). Unfortunately animals are affected by the stress of a warming climate ("Global Climate,” n.d.). One of the hazards to animals stressed by warming would be ending up eaten by buzzards (Purpura, 2009, para. 2). DeSpelder and Strickland (2005) noted that “death rituals are changing to include bereavement for the death of wild animals” (p. 48). Additional research into bereavement for death of wild animals has shown the benefits for human beings (DeSpelder & Strickland, 2005, p. 104). The definition of bereavement includes sorrow for the death of animals (*Webster’s new*, 1988, p. 107). In addition to these issues students have specific needs when studying climate change. A study of undergraduate student’s perceptions of climate change show they seek mitigation strategies regardless of the cause (Skeeter et al., 2019).


